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Summit Common Council member Dr. Robert Rubino was invited to present an overview of the proposed Summit Park Line at a state-wide conference of the New Jersey Bike & Walk Coalition at Princeton University.

The response by both conference attendees and the Coalition -- which included thought leaders in government business and non-profits interested in promoting healthy living and environmental stewardship -- was enthusiastic, with the consensus being that the Summit Park Line project is a valuable and worthwhile new idea.

Conceived, in part, along the same lines as the New York City Highline, the Summit Park Line -- also commonly referred to as the "High Line" -- would feature a partially-elevated park with views of the Manhattan skyline, stretching from Briant Park through the Summit’s central business district.

Summit Snaps captures images in, around, and about the Hilltop City. Got a picture?... Send it -- along with the appropriate photo credit -- to gelliott@tapinto.net.